Hello Again, Everyone!

Please find below a wealth of information about UCPath, including new information and links available on the UCPath website. With less than a month to Go-Live, it is important to stay on top of the latest information so you will feel confident and prepared.

**ONLINE TRAINING AND COMPETENCY TESTS**

- All UCPath Funding Courses are now live and searchable in UC Learning (F1- Funding Fundamentals, F2- Funding Deep Dive, F3- Funding Direct Retro Only) – employees who were registered for a class that was cancelled should have received an email notification.
- All competency tests are open book, multiple choice or true/false, with no time limit. They can be taken multiple times and missed questions can be reviewed with correct answers displayed.
- In response to feedback received, the BootCamp test was modified to provide better clarity and minimize confusion, and the passing score has been changed to 75%. The new version is now available on UC Learning – at completion of required training learners will be assigned the competency test and receive a notification. This is an overnight batch process in UC Learning.
- The Funding Tests should be available next week and passing score is 70%.

**WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS FOR TRANSACTORS**

- The Training Page now includes a comprehensive overview of UCPath training requirements.
- We have a new page UC San Diego Job Aids & Quick References where employees can access references we are creating locally, just for UC San Diego.
- We have added links to both the COA Guide and Index Mapping Tool from the Training-Hub (scroll down to find, just above Funding Drawers).
- We now have available Videos On Demand providing access to single topic videos without the need to register in UC Learning. These are meant to provide easy access to review and reinforce single concepts. Usage not tracked - cannot be used to satisfy training requirements for provisioning.
- We have added a Go-Live Survival Kit page providing quick access to the Job Aids we recommend transactors have at their finger-tips that first month.

**WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS FOR CUTOVER**

- Information and dates related to transition from current ePETs to UCPath Direct Retro.
- Transaction Workflow Matrix has been updated and a flowchart has been added.

**PREP for GO-LIVE**

- A new Go-Live page provides employees previews of what they need to know for Day 1.
- Coming Soon: A redesigned page just for students.
- Coming Soon: UCPath Reports page, For Transactors page, Get Help page (RRC information).
- Coming Soon: UCPath Express – a live zoom call presentation and Q&A for all employees to learn info they need for transition to UCPath; schedule to be announced very soon.
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